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Abstract 

 

 A few years ago, the choral music library was destroyed. After this, there have 

been a series of IQPs set up in order to restore and improve upon the sorting system. 

Our IQP is a conclusion to the restoration and improvements of the system. We set out 

to sort the remaining pieces into the system and give an analysis of the system that was 

implemented along with recommendations for improving the system.  After gaining an 

understanding of the library and sorting the remaining pieces, we turned to the analysis 

of the system. We compared WPI’s system to other systems to determine its efficiency 

and how to make possible future improvements. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The focus of our project was to sort music sheets and to review the whole 

library entry system and improve upon it. We sorted the music sheets which were 

recorded with wrong or missing box number and created a method to enter it into 

the existing database.  

We began with sorting the pieces into alphabetical order. We then recorded 

the alphabetically sorted sheets and put the names into the choral library database. 

We then learned how to search the database. Next, we put the music sheets into 

boxes and learned ways to make new entries into the database. In order to learn 

more about how to better organize the library in the future and to get a reference 

point for WPI’s system, our team went to Holy Cross to visit their music library. In 

addition, we found several websites that are also helpful for referencing our music 

library and to gather information for future recommendations. Lastly, to meet the 

needs of the Glee Club, we moved music sheet sets into new binders with the help of 

the ISP team. During the entire process, we met with Professor Delorey and Katelyn 

weekly to discuss the agenda and other issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Background and Research 

 

Background: 

In 2008, a large chunk of the Choral Music Library was destroyed by water damage 

due to a burst pipe. Along with destroying much of the library, it was brought to the 

music department’s attention that when they are restoring the library, they should 

create a formal system to store the music. A series of IQPs were then set up to restore 

the library and improve upon the previous library system. The system that the IQPs had 

set up is the current, fully functional system for storing the music library. Our IQP comes 

after the system has been implemented and it covers the analysis of the 

implementation of the library and how it can be improved for the future. We also added 

the remaining pieces into the library and created our own new entries form.  

 

Research: 

 The first part of our project required us to research how WPI’s Choral Music 

Library works. In order to do this we had Professor Delorey and Katelyn walk us through 

the system. They brought us to the closets which hold the library and showed us how 

they were stored. After the walk through we came up with an outline of how the system 

works and how to sort music into the system: 

 

Each piece of music has an assigned number. This number along with information about the piece is recorded on an excel spreadsheet. 

A box is then made for the piece to go in. That box is then labeled and it is placed in the one of the three closets dedicated to storing 

the library. The boxes are ordered in the closet in chronologically. 



 

How to sort the music: 

Step 1: Find the composer and the name of the piece of music. 

Step 2: Search the excel database sheet for the piece and corresponding assigned number       of the piece. 

Step 3: Find the box and make sure the music in the box matches what the excel sheet says 

Step 4: If it matches, put the music in. 

 

After figuring out how to sort music into the library properly, we were able to then sort 

the unsorted music. 

Our second step in our research was finding the previous IQPs that worked on 

the choral library and review their work. From this we were able to further look into 

how the library was put together and see what could be done in the future to improve 

the library. The majority of the research was done on the Alden Hall Music Library 

Rearrangement IQP. This IQP was the last IQP to modify the system and made the latest 

version of the numbering system. This project took the idea of sorting by using 

consecutive numbers. This system has shown to be best for libraries that are constantly 

being updated and being added to. This sorting allows you to give each piece of music a 

unique number which corresponds to the chronological spot that it has on the shelf. The 

number that the piece is assigned to has no correlation to the piece itself. The problem 

with this system is that you must rely on having the master sheet which names all of the 

pieces with its corresponding number. This is the only efficient way of finding the piece 

that you want since they music is not stored in any specific order. The advantage to this 

system is that if you are limited in space all you have to do to add another piece is to 

assign it the next highest number and put it at the end of the library. This keeps you 



from having to readjust the shelving in order to fit the box in the right place such as if 

you sorted the music by composer or song name. 

In order to get a reference for how well WPI’s library works, we visited Holy 

Cross’s Choral Library where we were shown around by Alan Karass. We were able to 

view how their general music library works along with how they deal with their separate 

library holding the American Guild of Organist’s pieces. Their entire system is based off 

of a piece of software which stores all of the data about each piece. You can see an 

example of what information that is stored by the picture in appendix B. The software 

allows you to quickly and easily find any piece in the library by a simple search. Once 

you find the piece, all if the information on the piece will be shown and it will give the 

location of it for you to grab the copy.  

From looking at their system, it is clear that there are many ways in which WPI’s 

library can be made more efficient. Moving WPI’s library to a single area dedicated to 

storing the music would help. The current library is split between two small closets and 

this can lead to confusion and inconvenience. Another way in which the system can be 

improved is by using a better way to store the information the pieces. Currently we are 

using an excel sheet in which is a very inefficient way of storing this data. First off, this is 

very insecure since it could be easily lost and all the recent information would be gone 

since there is only one up to date excel file. The second negative side to this is that if 

anyone needs to find a piece or add a new piece to the library, they can only use that 

specific excel file which is inconvenient. It would be recommended that WPI upgrades 

their database into a piece of software similar to what is at Holy Cross. It would be time 



consuming and costly to put the database into n new piece of software but the move 

would make the database a lot more organized and easy to use. A check in and check 

out system could also be implemented into the system with the software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flow Chart 

 

 

Week 1 

• Reviewed the whole library system 
• Sorted music sheets in pile 

Week 2 

• Sorted music in gender 
• Typed all of names of the music we sorted  

Week 3 

• Learned how to use library database  
• Used database to search where the music belongs   

Week 4 

• Put the music into the boxes 
• Learned how to make new entries 

Week 5 

• Made new entries 
• Went to another college to meet with Alan 

Week 6 

• New folders are needed to have music put in  
• ISP group are joined us to finish the task 



 

 

3. Methodology 

For the first week, we went over how the music library works. All of the music is 

stored the closets in Alden Hall. The music is numbered numerically and is put in 

different boxes in order. However, there are many problems that need to improve, like 

that the boxes are not always put back in order and in each box many pieces of music 

are missing. The main task of first week was to sort the remaining unsorted music which 

was located on a table in pile in front of the closets.  

For the second week, after put the music in pile, we started to learn how to sort 

them by gender. We sorted music by male, female, and both. For example, if the music 

shows Bass and tenor, the music piece is guys only. If there only both Alto and Soprano 

in the music, the piece is girls only. SATB means for both boy and girl. We then typed up 

all of the pieces by gender in order to make the task easy for the next week. In the 

meeting with professor Delorey, we learned how to organize our meetings. This includes 

Week 7 

• Finished the final paper draft one 
• Made the new entries pretty 
• Put binders 1-63 in the closet and are all labeled  

Week 8 

• Made final paper draft 
 

Week 9 
• Made final paper draft 
• Finish the paper by April 20th 



making a PowerPoint, Agenda, and Meeting minutes for every week. Our weekly agenda 

included four parts: minutes, old business, new business, and action items. Recording 

these items in an agenda helped us organize what our goals were for each week. 

For the third and fourth week, we learned how to use the music library database 

and use it to search where the music belongs. In the database it shows the title, the 

composer, the number of copies, the gender, and the box number. What we did was 

find the title of the music and the matching box number and then put the music into the 

corresponding boxes. If we could not find the music on the database, we recorded the 

information on that piece. After we finished, we learned how to make new entries for 

the music that do not have boxes for yet. Also, around this time, we received the keys 

for closets in order to be able to work on the project on off hours. 

For the fifth week, we finished the new entries and made appointment with Alan 

Karass. We visited Mr. Karass at Holy Cross’s music library in order to research how their 

music library works and to also get ideas on how WPI’s system can be improved. We 

were walked through their music library and Alan showed us how they sort their music 

and how the music system works on their computer. We also took many pictures of 

their music library for future reference. 

For the sixth week, the ISP group joined up with us to do a new task. New folders 

needed to have music transferred into them. This totaled sixty-eight folders for the men 

and sixty folders for the women. The music needed to be three-holed punched, put in 

the folder alphabetically, and then numbered. The music that was missing was noted 



and we located new copies to be put in in order to complete the sets. Finally, the folder 

was to be put into closet in order. We met two to three hours per day for a week.  

For the seventh and eighth weeks, we separated work for our final paper and 

wrote draft one. Also, we made the new entries form in Excel and formatted it to look 

proper. The form was then converted to PDF format.  

In the following weeks, we focused on writing the paper. We made three paper 

drafts before our final draft. 

 

4.  Recommendations and Possible Changes for the Future/Results 

At this point, all the boxes are numbered. A new entry form has been created to 

record the music sheets. However, some of the sheets are still missing. What remained 

for future IQP teams is to create a system that records the borrowing and returning of 

the sheets. The system can be an online system. An entry of the system should records 

language, gender, date of creation, and location of a music sheet. 

In addition, to prevent another accident from happening, the music department 

may consider moving the boxes to another place which is safe and large enough for 

storing all the boxes. The current music library is in a good shape; however, it has a 

potential of being destroyed by water or fire. The system can be based on the system of 

Holy Cross College. (Appendix C) 

 

 

 



5. Conclusion 

Our overall goal was to analyze the current system, propose new ideas, and 

refine the system. We finished our work on time and achieved our goals. The boxes 

with wrong music sheets have been filled with correct ones. The music sheets are 

sorted by names, parts, instruments and composers. The disorder in the library has 

been addressed and the future use of the library should be more convenient. In 

addition, we recorded our work through PowerPoint slides, meeting minutes, the 

agendas, and our paper which may be help future IQP teams. 

Our IQP was to help the music department in sorting the remaining music 

sheets and to give insight and suggestions on the existing music library. We hope 

that our project will help with the decision making on future changes. For our 

personal gains, we learned how to sort music sheets, coordinate with other groups, 

manage our time, and record the work we have done on a weekly basis effectively.  

This project was a good way for us to familiarize ourselves with the workings of a 

chorus when we formerly knew very little on how it works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Appendix  

A: New Entries Form

 



B: Holy Cross Computer Database Form `

  



 

C: Photos of Holy Cross Library 
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